Interpreting Your edTPA Score Profile

Your edTPA Score Profile provides your results and a description of your performance for the assessment that you submitted.

1 Score Summary
The most recent scores you have earned on this assessment across all attempts.

2 Rubric Score
This column displays your score for each edTPA rubric. These scores may be reported as an average, as more than one scorer may score your portfolio.

Note: If your score is a letter (e.g., “A”), and not a number, the submission could not be scored due to one of the conditions listed in the “Condition Codes” in the Submission Requirements document on the Candidate Policies page at www.edTPA.com.

3 Total edTPA Score
The total is the sum of all rubric scores. In the case of a .5 score at the Total edTPA Score level (e.g., 39.5), the Total edTPA score will be rounded up to the next highest whole number (e.g., 40).

Note: Rubrics without a numeric score are not included in the Total edTPA Score.

4 Average Rubric Score
The average score is calculated by dividing the Total edTPA Score (unrounded) by the number of scored rubrics.

Note: Rubrics without a numeric score are not included in the Total edTPA Score.
**Performance Description**

This section describes your performance on each scoring rubric. Use this information to interpret your performance.

**Score Reporting**

These states and/or institutions also received your results, as you requested during registration.

---

**Additional Information**

**Retaking the edTPA**

There are two options for retaking an edTPA assessment:

- retake a single task, or
- retake the entire assessment.

Consult with your program faculty about retaking edTPA and refer to [www.edTPA.com/Scores](http://www.edTPA.com/Scores) for registration and submission instructions.